Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 3

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
3. an oblong block of hardened clay
5. At ____, the day's light is nearly gone.
8. without knowledge
9. construct
11. the release of a long, deep breath
13. a long, narrow hole
16. ability
18. not bendable
19. an unlawful act
21. a suggestion for solving a problem
23. to help to remember
25. something seen
26. moving air
27. opposite of loose
28. pleasure

Down
1. a present
2. one-twelfth of a foot
3. unable to see
4. the act of flying
6. this evening
7. opposite of dull
10. choose
12. a section of a city
14. observe
15. to crush to bits
17. opposite of die
18. to know and remember from past experience
20. fear
22. The cabin was ____ with logs.
24. to make cool